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Bowles-Simpson Slashes Social Security Benefits

Social Security has not contributed a dime to the deficit and should not be used as a bargaining 
chip in any closed-door debt deal. However, the Bowles-Simpson plan currently being used as 
the starting point for Congressional deficit discussions proposes Social Security benefit cuts as 
much as 36% for young people entering the workforce today.  These cuts mean Social Security 
would only replace 28% of their pre-retirement earnings, compared with 49% just decades ago. 
The recession generation is already suffering from high unemployment, low wages, and economic 
challenges unprecedented in modern history.  Targeting them for massive and unnecessary 
benefit cuts in their retirement years ignores the economic realities these middle-class American 
workers will face.  Here's how the Bowles-Simpson plan cuts their Social Security benefits:
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Full Retirement Age Raised to 69 1/2, Early Retirement Raised to 64

Make no mistake about it, raising the retirement age is nothing more than a benefit cut for millions 
of American workers.  This proposed increase is a 13% benefit cut on top of the 13% cut already 
made when the age was last raised to 67.  Millions of Americans take early retirement, and the 
25% benefit cut that comes with it, not because they want to but because they need to. Delaying 
early retirement will hurt millions who can no longer work or find work. Workers between ages 55 
and 64 are unemployed much longer than their younger competition in the workforce as they fight 
for jobs in short supply.  The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission also reports an 
increase in the number of age discrimination complaints as seniors feel the pressure of aging in 
the workforce.  Simply telling seniors to work longer ignores these workplace realities. 

Formula Changes Will Cut Benefits

By changing the formula used to calculate monthly benefits, Bowles-Simpson cuts Social Security 
income for all future beneficiaries. These cuts are slated to begin in just 5 years contrary to claims 
that no Social Security changes would impact current or near retirees.  According to the Social 
Security Administration, seniors would see a benefit cut ranging from 5% to 30% because of this 
formula change. 

The Bowles-Simpson plan also changes the formula used to determine annual Cost of Living 
Adjustments. Know as the "Chained CPI", this will cut the COLA by 3% for workers retired for ten 
years and 6% for workers retired for twenty years. Claims that the current COLA is too generous 
are false. The COLA has averaged just 2% over the past five years with 0% for two of those 
years. Even the current formula does not represent the true costs seniors face in retirement, 
especially the high cost of healthcare.  If anything, we should move to a more generous formula. 
Shifting to the proposed Chained-CPI is a stealth benefit cut politicians hope seniors won't notice.  
This COLA change would also take effect immediately, impacting retirees now and in the future. 

Bowles-Simpson is Not the Balanced Approach We Need

Under Bowles-Simpson, Social Security benefit cuts far outweigh revenue changes, even though 
the average retiree receives just $14,000 a year in Social Security. Most Americans want Social 
Security's payroll tax cap lifted so that wealthy workers contribute on all of their earnings just as 
lower wage workers do. Lifting the payroll tax cap will strengthen Social Security's long-term 
outlook without targeting seniors with benefit cuts they simply can't afford.  While the Bowles-
Simpson does include a modest change in the payroll tax cap, it is not fully implemented until 2050. 




